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The National Citizen Survey™

Summary
The National Citizen Survey™ (The NCS™) is a collaborative effort between National Research Center, Inc. (NRC)
and the International City/County Management Association (ICMA). The survey and its administration are
standardized to assure high quality research methods and directly comparable results across The NCS
communities. This report includes the verbatim responses to an open ended question included on The NCS 2014
survey for Coronado. Additional reports and the technical appendices are available under separate cover.
Respondents were asked to record their opinions about the top three issues they would like the City to address in
the next year in the following question:


What are the top three issues you would like the City to address in the next year?

The verbatim responses were categorized by topic area and those topics are reported in the following chart with
the percent of responses given in each category. The responses are in alphabetical order.
Results from the open-ended question are best understood by reviewing the frequencies that summarize
responses as well as the actual verbatim responses themselves. A total of 316 surveys were completed by Coronado
residents; of these 246 respondents wrote in responses for the open-ended question. The majority of respondents
felt that traffic congestion and road safety was their top issues they would like the City to address in the next year.
Others showed interest in Safety/crime and enforcement of laws in Coronado as well as Housing/property issues
being areas they would like the City to address. Few participants thought homelessness and government
spending/accountability/transparency were important issues for the City to address. It is noteworthy that 70
respondents (22%) chose not to answer the open-ended question.
Figure 1: What are the top three issues you would like the City to address in the next year?

Traffic congestion/road safety

62%

Safety/Crime/enforcement of laws

25%

Housing/property issues

21%

Business development/infrastructure
improvements/maintenance

15%

Schools/Education
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Government spending/accountability/transparency

12%
6%
4%
2%

Other
Don't know/None

Total may exceed 100% as respondents could select more than one option.
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Verbatim Responses to Open Ended
Question
The following pages contain the respondents’ verbatim responses as written on the survey and have not been
edited for spelling or grammar. Responses have been organized by coded topic areas.

What are the top three issues you would like the City to address in the
next year?
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Addness & five people who rent rooms or garages out for a short term income causing traffic and noise
problems. Noise control the gardeners using blowers, the neighbors who frequently do construction with
loud saws & drill etc. Improve neighborhood street lighting at night. It is far too dark on our
neighborhood streets for pedestrians & bicyclists
affordable housing 2)better education
Affordable housing for seniors and others Preservation of craftsman/heritage/small houses prevention
of transformation of Coronado into another La Jolla/Beverly Hills (rich only community).
All traffic in come traffic on )3rd,2) 4th & 3)Orange avenue all there involve traffic.
An electoral system whereby the top tourist getters for mayor have a run off. Current-systems ludicrous.
2. A proactive police force, is there really a chief of police? never see or hear from. Criminal offenses
increasing. 3. Open up cable TV/Internet/Phone services to more competition 4. City has become more
of a tourist town than a quality community to live in. Stop spending money to attract more tourists.
Audit actual spending. Cost per child, transportation budget 2) Traffic 3) Parking should be free at the
Landing. That park is of no use for people who cannot walk or bike to the area. We are an aging group
that enjoy looking at the bay & young people enjoying the area. We are unable to walk.
Availability of public tennis court to tax paying citizen at no cost.
Balanced budget public safety-preparadness-cert.
Base traffic
Be more innovative with traffic reduction initiatives the visitor center is doing a great job keeping on
visitors happy expand it more aggressive pushing for biking in town.
Be more open minded for new business economy has changed a lot so we must adapt and evolve, letting
us be creative and opening our minds to new ways of doing business. Every time I step by the city office
there is this king of Negligent mentality always negative about new ideas, not willing to cooperate.
Better communication between students (particulary high school) and police 2) Clean up abandoned
homes yards. 3) more transparency of CUSD and why they need prop E versus trimming their budget.
Better coordination of base gate operations & shift times to avoid conflicts w/school & work commutes.
Could ease traffic on strand & orange. Consider reduced or halted lot splits. There have been too many
already. Consider city-expanded education activities to pick up where schools are being cut back-metal
shop? mechanics course? electrical wiring music courses? languages? electronics? programming? etc.
Bicycle safety Animal control-barking dogs specifically base traffic
Bicycle safety via infrastructure improvement. 2) Controlling employee costs. 3) Vote Barbara Denny out
of office.
Bicycle traffic law enforcement 2) Bicycle safety as related to pedestrians come first stay off sidewalks 3)
Bicycle licence requirement for all-ticket the traffic violation and create a reward program to bicyclists
(especially children) who actually obey the traffic laws and give right of way to pedestrians in crosswalks
and on sidewalks. Stop running red lights & stop signs create a program of positive enforcement /
reward.
Bicycle violation cars parked on streets, not in garage caremart cited & improved
Bicycles allowed permitted to ride on sidewalks! (I've almost been hit-almost daily.) 2.0th street lights
better programmed. 3)Citing pedist. Who do not obey lights and walk any way.
Bicycles being ridden on sidewalks in town.
Bike theft & alley picking 2) traffic enforcement (especially Navy base traffic as drivers are more
frequently cutting through residential areas) 3) Enforcement of cleaning/parking/noise etc from
residential construction areas.
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21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.

38.

39.
40.
41.

42.
43.

Bridge traffic 2 Enforcement of
Bridge traffic bike lanes orange ave traffic
Bridge traffic solution (s) fiscal state of city quality of emergency care (sharp).
Budget for school system. Taxes this a healthy area but taking more & more taxes w/o on output to that
residents poor way of during business. .can't (city of coronado employees) have a very poor attitude &
customer service. They are nasty to locals (athough) then maybe local. They seem to appear to be unable
to support the community (poor behaviour) esp. City offices & recreation center admin.
Building regulations 2 Parking 3. Traffic flow ps. (bad cell service)
Burglary and theft of homes, cars and bikes 2) mass and buck of new construction. 3) fiscal
responsibility review of services (e.g. Street cleaning when streets are fuel of cars. Gutters are never
cleaned. Just the middle of the street.
Bus transportation from the cuys to felly landing 2) More police patrols (not volunteer) in the cuys 3)
Helmet and bike safety enforcement near schools.
Caromart! Far
Change to reduce the size of homes allowed. Allow more nice shops in town, clothing, shoes, not to many
t-shirt Shops for tourists. re route traffic around Gloritta from bridge south.
City & school budgets traffic parking
Clean air get school budget under control remove "no turn" restrictions at N 0 part of town.
Clean air-black dust every day projects, noise-leaf blowers-unhealthy, smaller houses, short term-rentals
Clean our main street energy couple months-especially where people eat / clean up after dogs. Home
senior patrol offences people riding bikes skooters or skateboards on our sidewalks
Clean up orange avenue sidewalks consider requiring commercial building on orange to better maintain
their building and to beautiful them. (main street commuter dictates what tenants can go into which
block on orange, yet allows the farmer coremart and time warner and others. To look the way they do
very inconsistents and emberrissing to the city) Have a code enforcement office so citizens dont have to
tell on their neighbors causing bad will.
Commercial property maintenance. Even a new paint job does wonders!
Complete transparency of all finances, dept, etc without having to ask!
Congestion-too many tourists and people now in our small town. The traffic and sheer numbers is
terrible make the village center pedestrian only like european towns-provide a car park and a trolley A
safe, scenic bike and foot path around the entire is land. Better restaurants! Our colinary a quality is
terrible. Most locals go down town,little or kensington, north park , la jolla, etc to get a consistent, good
meal.
Consider "toning down" the traffic police (i.e. Speed traps) 2) Give the military personnel some leeway
in their commute so that the "8-5" turns on entry streets are closed 3) continue the currently wonderful
care of our parks and recreation areas. In summary, I feel very fortunate to live here but considering that
so many of our residents are military and defend our country, we need to get our police force to tone
down their "vigilante approach" to traffic enforcement
Construction permits that are unfair and illegal for some areas - mainly - coronado cays neighborhoods
bicyclist not obeying traffic laws.
Continue supporting the library 2) Continued maintenance of parks and beaches 3) Fewer speed traps
and seatbelt check by police.
continue to focus on crime prevention. There's a reason it's low. 2) pro-active enforcement of the nosmoking regs. 3) Pro-active communication to residents (tax paying) (appreciate the newsletter) send on
a more frequent basis. 4) More visibility at public events-it was great to tour police station a have a
better connection a appreciation to what they do -ideas to include (in 3 above too) -reminders for
driving laws parking laws pedestrian/bike school bus laws emergency vehicle laws basics who has the
right away at a way stop are returns ok right units etc and rights [when to pull offered get out of the way
reminder of never ok to park US. After 6pm ok to park in regards to color red curb us white vs. Blue vs
green us yellow. Etc).
Continuing to be safety, more schools programs, transportation.
Converting one or more park to a dog off-cash hours, (vetter park & other) (2) Commitment to working
on making coronado a more sustainable and energy efficient (energy independent) community. (3)
Implement more speed-breakers ( bumps or stop signs) on all street comes that don't have them. (e.g.,
coner of 7th & avenue) (4) Allow for more dialogue with city council where? more citizens are heard, not
ignored ( parks and recreation committee chase to ignore dog park off-leash hours requests)
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44. Credibility of school board & cusd 2) Reduce cusd # of administrators & overhead w/o teaches
reductions 3) Traffic flow 4) New business or renovation of care mart.
45. Crime, homeless, traffic.
46. Customer service-city employees are poorly trained 2) Long-tall lot splitting has been detrimental to city
3) The police appointment is poorly trained fixing the problem starts by paying higher wages.
47. Declare the old Coramart condemned and force the owners to correct the blight they are causing! 2
Reduce the size of residential homes being built, esp by speculators destroying the small town feel to line
their pockets. 3 Enforce the speeding rules, esp. Into and out of town.
48. Density 2 No more billy boxes 3 Put the toll back on the bridge.
49. Difficult to see on coming traffic on 3rd & 4th when turning from (example-e avenue)-curbs need to be
painted red farther back (2-3 car lengths)
50. Dog friendliness including a dog park which both gives our dogs a place to run & socialize & allows for
humans to develop a sense of community. 2) Evaluation of dangerous intersections in grounds where
accidents are likely 2/2 blind spots (0th & adella). (3) Brining more business that serve the local
community rather than tourists. 4) Make coronado more environmental conscious through energy
independent programs.
51. Dogs need training instead of merely picking the dog up when they misbehave.
52. Doing a great job! no complaints!
53. Dont let developers take a lot and cram 2 houses an it. Be sure new constriction included a garage.
54. Due to the amazing parks on Coronado they attract a lot of visitors from SD & Charla vista it also bring a
lot of trash & marijuana smoking in the grounds & parking areas-to the point I do not take my toddler to
the parks on the weekends. Greater police enforcement is needed. Coronado is basically a retirement
community ambulances every night-sign blaring-due to its late Geriatric population. 3)Hire more
veterans & less buddy hires. (friend of a friend)
55. Education woes 2. Crime that seems to be more & more 3. Traffic, maybe its the time of the stop lights.
56. Education-budget cut recreation classes-kids classes are always full early.
57. Eliminate gas blowers & trimors-hinoise level ? No short term vacation rentals height restrictions on
new bldgs.
58. Empty building next to vons for 20 yrs! 2. Homeless people in alleys daily! 3. Homeless people living on
the side walks on orange ave by vons.! . sanitation, cleanlyness, disease, eye sore
59. Encourage business variety-not just restaurants safer streets - many cross street unsafely enforce no
bike riding where it isn't allowed60. Enforce 6 ft from property line for new home construction- small home. Parking-paint parking lines on
all streets (not diagonal) shorter street lights to get traffic moving.
61. Enforce noise ordinance. Landscape people make too much noise. Leaf blowers should not be allowedbecause of noise and air pollution. Loud bars on orange ave, near st street. Loud motorcycles. Noise
ruins the peace and quit that should be part of the "town feeling" of living in Coronado.
62. Enforce speed limit on orange! Pedestrian cross walks at all intersection on orange getting 6 & Y beach
blvd
63. Enforce traffic laws (i.e. Tourists crossing illegally) More handicap access in restaurants (via codes) and
in public areas Less lines on the street-stop making Coronado streets ugly.
64. Enforcement of codes regarding bicycles on sidewalks.
65. Equality to home owners making improvements to their property. It seems some people get permission
to add a pool, or privacy screen, or fence and others are denied. 2. Summer bus service to include the
cays. The "local" summer bus service a long orange ave. Add some service to include the cays. 3. Enforce
that people move their cars off the street for street sweeping on friday mornings. 4. Cox cable is over
priced! Need some competition!
66. Fenced in dog parks - increased fee's for dangerous dogs - i e pit boll tekker etc-"one bite and your out"
67. Finance well-being / stability traffic/packing health/wellness
68. First street private road issue. Newer, larger homes @ west end would to abandon interest in street,
mayor tarakes held meetings last dec. One resident new home has personally closed access from road to
first st. City engineer says city has no jurisdiction
69. Fix the dips in the streets that effect all cars (such as H St.)
70. Fix the traffic light at 8th street homelessnes
71. Four large 3 story homes on one lot is not appropriate for Coronado. Improve traffic flow at 0th an
Orange.
72. Get bums off our streets out of our parks Do something with the toll plaza.
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73. Get military traffic off residential streets-bridge traffic go glorietta 2. Control huge houses on lotsprevent property line to property line building-prevents air circulation - bad for environment-surprised
epa hasn't commented on this-big issue 3. Get navy more involved in traffic issues
74. Get rid of "Billy boxes" we did once & mayor overturned it! 2) More police presence coverage north west
quadrant quarter- when we see them we 'thank them' yet sometimes while ticketing someone they tell us
"We don't make any money on tickets" really? Didn't know we paid them to generate a profit. I thought
they were there to "protect & serve", most of our police officers are very nice & professional, just take a
few like this knucklehead to mess it up for all else. Really would like the traffic seargent to send more
patrols to our area of town, we don't see much specially in the afternoon 3-8pm. 3) School bonds I pay
for and others vote on who do not pay for! How's that fair?
75. Golf balls going into tennis courts 2. Trafic on 3rd & 4th 3. How do you get rid of the crows (bird) in
town?
76. Homeless people 2. Working towards getting a synagogue built in Coronado 3. Safety.
77. homeless people around town 2) Rental for senior residence 3) Cost of living to high land for senior
citizen to catch up.
78. Homeless people- I was walking along (I'm an old walker) orange during the day-a man who I thought
was stopped on the sidewalk looking in a commercial window - suddenly turned to me and asked for
money for food. He was about 2 feet frome. I actually left threatened. It was the closeness that made me
uncomfortable. 2) Bicycles on the sidewalks I know the streets are busy & that kids on bike aren't bikes
aren't safe on busy streets (orange particularly & mainly). But when several young people on bikes
thread their way down the sidewalks, it gets hairy for pedestrians. 3) Impress upon up who live here to
pickup others trash - empty cups, clean papers, blowing newspapers, etc. I know its a dirty job but thank
you caronado for having trash containers on every corner.
79. Homeless problem on Orange/boardwalk 2) Safety maintenance of schools.
80. Housing developement traffic relationship to no. Island
81. Housing, Housing , Housing
82. I don't know
83. I worry about all the Navy families being priced out of rentals with all the large homes being built.
84. If the city wants investgation on historical rating they sold 2) If the city disagrees with the owner of a
property they should pay for survey if the owner proves to be right. The owner has to pay now whether
he wants the survey or the city does. You have to pay for a historical determination, even though you
have to do all the footwork and investigation. You still pay 500.00 3) The historical society has too much
power since they think they have so much education and art knowledge and have none.
85. Illegal vacation rentals over buildings on residential lots parking.
86. Improve access across 3rd & 4th.
87. Improve public parking- Improve traffic flow more car pooling for those going over bridge enforce where
bike riding is
88. Improve storm water drainage on 4th st between Alameda blvd & F ave 2. Traffic calming on CA282/4th
st, to include traffic signal at Alameda for pedestrian safety and smooth flow leaving NAS NI (vice
everyone doing jack rabbit starts.) 3 City of Coronado take responsibility for parkway maintainance
along CA-282 (3rd & 4th streets ) from Caltrans.
89. Improved police coverage on residential streets (st street and 2nd st). During rush hours am and pm. 2)
Revert back to 50 min lot size which is what we voted in! Impliment it! This is why we don't trust city
government. 3 finish the commitment to build a "new senior center" start construction!
90. Increase in affordable housing and rentals in Coronado increased dissemination of new's through local
newspaper cora mart needs to be dealt with it's an eyesore!
91. Keep hospital here for residents reduce military traffic density is generally good-require very good
architecture
92. Keep our tapes in coronado schools 2. Traffic issues 3. Vacant business buildings on orange ave 4.
Activity enforce cease laws for dogs 5. Economic growth for businesses.
93. Keep the schools solvent and maintain the quality which draws people to Coronado. 3) Stop allowing
huge houses to be built. 2) Improve safety on the roads for all-perhaps install mirrors at corners, or red
curbs, so we don't take our lives in our hands when we have to pull out blindly at intersections because
cars, & larger vehicles, completely block visibility.
94. Keeping military traffic to the predesignated streets. 2) Enforcing traffic laws! speeding, no left turn
signs, etc. 3) Notifying the public about water pollution at the beach, i.e. After rain storms, and sewage
spills from Mexico.
5
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95. Less expensive bus fares more park
96. Limit # of condo's on small pieces of land there are a few homes that look like junk yards-should be
cleared up! Block between 8th & 9th an orange-safety bldg.-trashy.
97. Look at the environmental impact of building 2(+) story residential houses. When a 2(+) story home was
built behind us ( to the west) sunset was /2 hour earlier. Another was build at the side. That further
changed the ecology of our yard. Plants/shrubs no longer grew well where they had before. The wind
patterns changed a great deal. I never used of believe in environmental impact reports, but i have come
to believe that they should be requried before a new multi story home is approved. This is the most
important part of the survey.
98. Maintain excellence of schools reduce traffic congestion greater pedestrian safety
99. Maintaining the high quality of education here -Working with the Navy to reduce the number of cars
communiing to work at north island the Army base. Coronado as a tourist destination is begining to
overwhelm the place as a village where people live.
100. make people clean up after pets 2) Mark where 25 mph ends and 50 mph beings when going over bride
towards san deigo 3) Reduce excessive wait at traffic light at pomona ave & orange ave
101. Meet 2 times per year 2) Stop the arrogant road notices 3) Stop listening to traffic woes. This is a place
where people want to come welcome?
102. Much better police/law enforcement for speeding & crime prevention -too many speeders & house break
2) Ins more control on how a property is bought, what the owners do with it-to many properties are
bought by people from out of state & the US, properties are torn down & a design Disaster modern hulk
goes up which nobody lives in! 3) Less permits for big corporate business's & more effort to keep
Coronado a cool village instead of another collection of big names that do nothing for the true local.
103. Navy traffic (auto) 2) Navy air traffic 3) keeping commuter traffic off resident street.
104. Navy traffic (auto/truck) Navy air traffic thru comuter traffic on residential streets
105. Need to review sheet regulatory signal no stop sign where needed, not marked intersections. 2) Traffic
flow on orange , 3rd & 4th street, 3) Keep orange ave picked up, (litter) also sidewalk steam cleaning on
orange on a routine basis.
106. New senior center (with all the other "fine" muni-bldgs the SC is a disgrace)
107. No bikes or roller blades or skate boards laws enforced 3. Residential rentals (vacations mimimum) 4.
Traffic between 2:30-5:30 blocked intersections enforced. 5. Manpower controlling grid lock when
bridge traffic delayed 2. Pedestrians crossing against a light.
108. No comment
109. No dogs in senior center-please! 2) Massive condos/homes on tiny lots! 3) Why so many bikes stolen?
where do they go ? Answer: Mexico Thank you city for: . July 4th 2. Free summer bus 3. Xmas parking
meters and decorations.
110. No issues at this time.
111. No pro-life Banners in 4th of july parade-This is a non-partisan event-No politics-very insulting! 2 The
Mcmansions have destroyed The beauty of their neighborhoods.
112. Noisy neighbors! We live close to everyone that if you have disrespectful loud, party neighborhoods it
can ruin living in Coronado! I wish people would pick up after their dogs!
113. O/building Love the no smoking ordinance and but I still see it, esp. on beach. Kids in bike carriers need
to wear helmets. Why was the allowed to take away more of our beach for a sidewalk that now sits 0% in
front of the st one.
114. of vehicles and noise on 2nd st early AM 2 Traffic flow at 3rd/4th & on orange 3 Bike routes around
town
115. Only one issue-fiscal responsibility! please evaluate where tax money is going if that function is needed,
if the function is working, and if it is not, eliminate that expenditure!
116. Orange ave= world's largest parking lot neighborhood sts = speed bump capitol of the world too little
public parking reqd for new existing bldg's hideous unnecessary " drive around " on pomona - l've never
seen ave one speeding bike riders who are scofflows.
117. Over building in small lots.- The small town feeling is gone. Traffic jam on orange during rush hour.
Need to solve pack of residential parking on city streets.
118. Overcrowding of homes in Coronado. Building multiple homes on one lot. 2) Size of homes. Tearing
down decent styled homes for "Mcmansions" for out of state residents. 3) Orange ave 9-0th blocksidewalks are always filthy. Regular cleaning is necessary nightly in summer. 4) Traffic! Why is the
military base letting out their main traffic the same time as schools get out ? Speed of traffic from base.
Police are not diligent with regard to (cars) turing down 7th, 6th and 5th from Alameda.
6
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119. Parking enforcement and availability in down town area - what about building a big parking structure @
hosp so all those employees are off the street.
120. Parking issues-homes being built where people are using garage spaces as extra rooms and parking cars
on street, or business parking overflows into residential parking, no room for special event/holiday
parking. 2 Smoking ban not being enforced at all. Sings up, but people still smoking in parks and public
sidewalks. 3 Transients increasing making unsightly messes and safety risk for children.
121. Parking Less bicycle traffic @ perk times, More safety for pedestrians
122. Parking, Trafic
123. Please attached.
124. Pollution and air quality .Traffic in third and fourth streets. To keep prices at an affordable level.
125. Property density/zoning 2) Continued crime reduction/prevention 3) Economic health.
126. Provide fenced, off-lead, dog park for residents 2. Enforce the speed limit on all streets, especlally third
and fourth. 3. Mark parking stalls for parallel parking along avenues the same as on orange etc.
127. Provide more stair accesses to the beach (thru the rocks) removal of malalura trees in residential
curb/areas. Expand the farmers market and possibly re-locate.
128. Public parking away from residential neighborhoods. Require all vehicles to have parking permit
stickers within one block in all directions of downtown
129. Public safety we have lots of youth that don't wear helmets we need to give them community service
when they get caught so they start thinking about it. 2. Again public safety. Crosswalks with flashing
lights along 3rd, 4th & Atameda (just like at the airport) 3. I don't believe the city needs to compete with
businesses who do the same thing. How fair is it that one pays taxes & the other is able to run from taxes
paid (example Coronado boat house) we don't have a business here but do love the community. Over all
great job Coronado.
130. Public school funding 2) Better bicycle safety corridors for example more streets like 6 th & glorettia.
131. Public school funding-We shouldn't have to share our "special funding" with other SD schools that
choose not to pay into their "special funding". Special needs funding in the schools with the growing
identification & understanding of Autism,. The more support should be in place special needs kiddos are
not getting appropriate specialized care/education. Street lighting. With an pm curfew for our teens we
need more lighting in the parks/beaches & streets!
132. Push for more electric vehicles - give a $ incentive get serious about reducing not just calming, traffic
133. Question 5 above should own more accurately address residents concerns if it addressed lot size. Too
many lots are being split leading to increased density and reducing the charm/love of Coronado. The
new properties being built between 4th;5th in "a" avenue and on the Linned ok pendletion road
Glorietta blvd are two current examples. Local goverment does a great too! Lastly vettion park should be
dedicated as a dog park allowing pet owners to let dogs off leash.
134. Reasonable rental.
135. Reduce density by lowering the FAR! 2) Improve police recruits training.
136. Reduce residential density-no more 2 on s and 4 on s keep Coronado a small town. 2) Increase public
parking spaces 3) Reduce speeds on highway 75.
137. Reduce single family home size in the comunity future. Fix roads & sidewalks. Reduce free training cycle
from (4) to (2) yes Post no parking signs when its street sweeping days.
138. Reduce staffing levels enforce bicycle lanes reduce government competition with private enterprise keep
in check the impulse to stop program by declaring structures as "historically - significant"
139. Reduce the emphasis on promoting tourism above residents remove business from influencing city
decisions over residents quality of life police need to enforce the vehicle code.
140. Reduction of accidents, speed during Navy rush hour. Appearance of entrance to Coronado. School
finance.
141. Regarding new construction need to be careful we dont overpopulate with 4 hours grip up on are plot of
land, this will eventually transition town away from a small community feel.
142. Regusins % of land for building
143. Repair of edges of side walk and street justice with problematic neighbors
144. Residential home size limitation. Safety of our community traffic.
145. Respect private property! Why can't a home owner, in his own back-yard, safety, shoot an air pistol,
bean shooter or bow & arrow in his own back-yard. To many ridiculous restrictions on use of private
property!
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146. Rising cost of living in 5-0 yrs there will be zero middleclass & almost no military on the island. 2.
Bike/Petty theft it almost appears as of its welcomed. 3. Rising cost of living prices at local places
outrageous compared w/ rest of san diego.
147. Safety community traffic.
148. Safety Education city image.
149. Safety of streets/traffic 2. More recycle containers (parks-ferry landing) 3. Toll on bridge (residents
exempt)
150. Schools funding traffic flow bicycle theft
151. Security; environment; traffic.
152. Senior center!!! senior center senior center The people that work there are fantastic! The building and
environment is one of the worst in california!!! It is a paradox that we lave a beautiful lawn bowling
green next to a ram shackle building!!!
153. Short term rental enforcement crime traffic.
154. Size & number of houses per lot 2. Revisit short term RU parking/loading permits 3 per year not
enough.
155. Some extra stop signs to protect kids riding bikes a little more street lighting it seems there are more and
more homeless people in Coronado.
156. Speed of traffic & traffic violation & loud car audio volumes build a public restroom at south of south
beach/shores area! Congratulate all city employees for their extremely helpful attitudes and dedication
to doing such a good job!
157. Spreckle park needs a major make over the bay park also needs a face lift. Pot holes an orange avenue
need to be repaired quickly.
158. Stop building oversize homes on small properties improve parking facilities improve traffic signal
timing.
159. Stop lot division restore bridge fee for single diverse Permit a couple of chickens in yard
160. Stop proliferation of cloud condos sheets repair improve entrance to coronado - just getting off bridge.
161. Stop short term rentals .Reduce size of homes allowed .Install more street lights on corners to light up
dark areas.
162. Stop spending a fortune grandios building-city hall, police entrance, unimportant pet facility swimming
pool etc. Just keep it a pleasant town. Also rediculous traffic circle. Spend more money instead making
streets better landscapes fix big drops in intersections-get public works on it
163. Stop splitting lots for front/back homes 2. Keep size of homes smaller, beach houses 3. Safety.
164. Stop tearing down historic homes & replacing them with cheap cracker-jack houses (pinnacle peak) 2)
The community appears dickish-segregated by economic status, military affiliation, political application
3) Need of a stronger design review system for residential & commercial buildings so coronado doesn't
lose it's charm. Coronado's "landscape" is quickly being lost to greedy developers, and people keeping
with the "status" of over building their lots in order to keep up w/ the "jonees".
165. Stop the bike thefts? Teach people to respect cross walks even when not painted on street!!!
166. Stop the over building of-cloud condos-too much residential Density. Reduce the size of homes allowedmost new construction is too big us. Lot size. Increase police patrols-too many home & car breakins.
167. Street lighting on 3rd & 4th Faster walking signal for 3rd & 4th @ orange, Traffic control on 3rd & 4th
168. Street lights-parking.
169. Strictly enforce speed limit on 3rd and 4th street, recent accident involving a minor. Enforcement
around intersection with orange ave in particular! 2. Bike theft crime.
170. Summertime traffic flow- at times very difficult stoplight on left turn (rd. From bridge) to avoid
accidents and getting to the shores in loss time.
171. Taxes-prop e cut cost
172. Teach to the community to advise waist and safe energy safety
173. The "no smoking" ordinance in commercial areas of coronado, abolish it 2. There should be some kind
of street light at the intersection of b. Avenue and third street to manage traffic flow 3. Pay more
attention to residents who park badly or double park in spaces.
174. The amount of unrestricted traffic from the base on roads clearly marked as being prohibited during
certain hours. Especially in the morning & the afternoon as well.
175. The city of Coronado has abandoned Cays residents. We are in contstant danger each day of being in an
accident with a cyclist. They know the danger and refuse to take any action to protect Cays citizens.
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176. The entrance to our city-need big time help we need a paradise entrance to reflect what we have-A
paradise. 2) Better designed smaller house architecturaly surperb-enviously so 3) Fix the ugly
roundabout.
177. The flow of traffic in afternoon flowing Coronada. Enforcing bicycle riders to follow stop signs and watch
for vehicles.
178. The plumbing in my neighborhood seems very inadequate. My sewer line needs "snaking" 3 to 4 times
per year. Our "main" city lines seem to not be very efficient as handling the amount of waste & water
that goes through the line. We've been told it's our responsibility to maintain plumbing lines but the city
owned sewer lines seem to be causing a lot of problems in tea cays.
179. The traffic on forth ave comming from the base has become dangerous for bicycle riders and
pedestrians. There needs to be a stoplight comming out of the base so every one else trying to get around
town get's a break now and then. 2) The intersection of olive, eighth, and ave has six streets that
converge together near the school. The people driving down olive don't stop for pedestrians. We need a
traffic circle here. 3) We need to be able to move the cars on orange ave. Its always backed up.
180. Theft of bicycles: why no sting operation by public dept? make heavy u-shaped locks mandatory size of
new homes : mandatory space front & back. Allow 4 homes on property consider letting "ym (w)" take
over school pool to run affordable fire programs like they do elsewhere encourage eagle newspaper
editor to remember it's for all who live here; not just the republicans among us.
181. There is to much regulation on the individual home owners city needs to increase patrols during
summer months on and around beaches-nearby streets far to many violations on personal property
during summer months. Trash, Drunks, etc. On street facing homes
182. These questions are repeated in the survey. Makes me wonder about the process!
183. Toll for crossing bridge for revenue 2) Allow more faef food restaurants 3) Allow larger people family
homes.
184. Traffic - in general not 3rd / 4th only 2) Bike safety
185. Traffic & overcrowding from. June until labor day!
186. Traffic (& safety a traffic) housing development (over crowding & historic tear down) code violation
enforcement.
187. Traffic 2) Urgent outside of coromost & on orange ave 3) Sand perbaid danny to manage course (3) Get
something in the coromast building an a eyesore like that on orange is vary bed for the town
188. Traffic 2. Bicycles and the safety of the riders.
189. Traffic above all-pedestrians should always have right of way. 2)Put in more lights especially crossing
orange. 3)Put in vibrant crosswalks and keep intersection clear signs.
190. Traffic calming measures bike routes safe for kids neighborhood safety to prevent theft
191. Traffic calming on Orange ave from st to 5th. 2) Pruning and/or removing trees that are too large &
impinge on orange ave-view corridor. 3) Im prove timing of traffic lights-0th & orange.
192. Traffic congestion on orange ave. Reduction of size for homes being constructed additional available
parking during tourist season.
193. Traffic congestion parking-lack of free public parking with the addition of the new paid lots
194. Traffic congestion traffic congestion traffic congestion.
195. Traffic congestion. 2. More stores with cheaper prices. 3. Community center for discussion groups and
local performances.
196. Traffic control including speeding between 3rd and 4th streets on orange ave. 2. Parking at hospital
valets are good 3) Several alleys are need of repair 4) Ferry landing parking charge.
197. Traffic Density - Zoning loss of village atmosphere
198. Traffic Density of homes Quality of education.
199. Traffic enforcement
200. Traffic flow and parking for residents-Obstructed view of traffic coming out of alleys and side streets
into growth due to parked Cars and trucks. An example being coming out of the alley between orange
and c when entering fourth. Over building on lots and the city not being able to handle the density.
201. Traffic flow in general, particularly in and out of NASNI parking in the afternoon. The island is cut in
half. Parking. Tearing down cottage to put up huge houses overbuildt on lot.
202. Traffic flow no more Billy box homes more afford able housing.
203. Traffic is always in issue.
204. Traffic issues & noise abatement air quality from exhaust of vehicles & other machinery, including city
riding mowers, etc (It would be great if Riding mowers could use non-resident routes @7am in the
morning.) use orange ave! or operate after 8am.
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205. Traffic issues car speeding investigating abandoned houses (on 2nd & C on 4&A)
206. Traffic issues going in and out of Coronado 2. Dog beach area in the Cays 3. Allow the purchase of
permits for for private activities in public spaces.
207. Traffic light timing -changes to OACSP. It needs re worked -add a dog park.
208. Traffic lights at 0th and orange
209. Traffic management. It's a mess! keep bikers off the streets downtown & see no enforcement! Fix the
traffic lights, specifically 0th and orange
210. Traffic Noise More bike lanes
211. Traffic on 3 & 4 streets.
212. Traffic on 3rd & 4th. Find alternative routes during off hours- close it from midnight to 6am. Give the
residents in the area a break from the noise pollution. Petty theft. So many bike thefts. Alley
maintenence. I'm shocked at with homeowners can keep in alleys and at the overall mess & trash in
several alleys "I have a temporary. Storage container-very large, very very right across from my house.
That shouldnt be allowed.
213. Traffic on 3rd , 4th and Orange ave. 2)Speed limit enforcement 3)enforcement of no bike riding on
sidewalk on orange ave.
214. Traffic on 3rd st & 4th st.- cars travelling way too east and motorcycle noise 2 Different to cross 3rd
cross 3rd & 4th st during traffic 3 Aesthetics on 3rd st-more trees, better landscaping
215. Traffic on 4th st. Pedestrian walkway on bridge.
216. Traffic over building-lower lot ratio retaining small town charm.
217. Traffic parking Bus service from cays to ferry landing
218. Traffic Parking Business oportunity
219. Traffic- parking Clean side walls and sidewalk repairs 800b focus on cleaning areas in front of grocery
stores, and restaurants. Totaly disgraceful in same areas on main street!
220. Traffic patterns (ie: more consistency with 4-way stops v. 2-way) Pedestrian patterns- need count-down
signals overall safety-if a child is abducted, What is the procedure? Can the bridge and strand be
blocked? How quickly?
221. Traffic problem (all three issues)
222. Traffic problem at 3rd & 4th on B Ave. 2) Repairing ave city streets. 3) Stop allowing tear down of ave all
residential area to allow the over sized mega homes construction.
223. Traffic problems on 3rd & 4th
224. Traffic residential building-historic homes saved
225. Traffic speeding on 4th st. Add stop sign at Pomona & 6th st. Find tenant for Coformart. Blighted
building.
226. Traffic stop building charging to park to go shipping or to landing becoming to expensive - public shop
in S. D.
227. Traffic traffic safety water-city is not conserving water moving toward xeroserpe infrastructure
228. Traffic traffic traffic co-cestion.
229. Traffic unregulated growth cost of living.
230. Traffic! inability to park on orange-especially during the summer months. 2. Pot holes-orange especially.
3. Third & fourth traffic stop lights needs to reexamined.
231. Traffic-(manage inflow and outflow off Island) increase bike lanes (maybe slow down parts of orangepedestrian friendly! Tell cars to back off-they are too severe.
232. Traffic, including bicycle education. 2. More handicapped parking down town 3. Crosswalk enforcement
233. Traffic, traffic, traffic re-invest commitment to the tunnel, find a way to fund it and promote to
Coronado small business owners the value of less traffic which will mean more foot traffic customers.
234. Traffic, Traffic, Traffic, Commuters use our streets with around, and, are angry with us getting in their
(very important!)away
235. Traffic-control & speeding on 3rd & 4th st. School funding-need to keep Coronado schools as top rated.
236. Traffic-parking-bicycles on sidewalks-orange ave. Skateboards-sidewalks.
237. Traffic-slow down 3-4th streets. Reduce cars on Island. (school zone extremely dangerous because of
cars kids) Answer: make 6th/7th school zone car free on electric only. 2) There must being $m or less
detached homes being built or you will lose military and a community neighborhood.
238. Transiant population on Orange ave-install 4 way stop @ 5th & c ave -Monitor parking @ Boat launchonly car/truck w/boat traffic only.
239. Underlying diversity problems of acceptance "sly white" is out. It has no place for people who how many
or can afford to live in coronado. Hurting children of colon will not drive you diverse population away. It
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will only create life life problem. Colorado authorities need to go beyond the call of duty to solve &
satisfy issues like this. If they are visiting outside of coronado-it gives us a bad name send people away
thinking inappropriately about coronado such as rocest & unaccepting. Rare does any community well
do this sense 950's & 60
240. Using a vaildated psychometric when conducting a survey, e.g. Likes scale, this survey is unprofessional
and will produce sparns. Residents. Please learn to do some science & residents before spending tax
dollers. Thank you in advance! Police should lighten up on minor traffic violations and focus on meniful
police relatives-solving crimes, improving traffic flow via police traffic direction on holidays. Was you
survey totally gardens or was the roundmination stratived to capture all during graphics and colors of
interest ?
241. Vagrants-getting & keeping them out! 2. Do something with the bridge troll structure 3. Put power lines
underground.
242. Water conservation! Too much over watering by public private entities. Marked curb parking in man
metered areas i.e. Along st st A, B, C. For efficient use of space. Traffic!
243. We are overbuilt in residential neighborhoods work w/Nashi & Nab to encourage darpooting encourage
walking, biking & intracity mass transits thanks!
244. Why do we spend money on ordinances & associated signs that we do not enforce-bikes on orange,no
smoking etc. They are never enforced .Single family homes the far rentals (2 on 's) are confusing, silly.
Make some common sense decisions
245. Work on building up the commercial area with local business that add to coronados culture and
community - no chains 2) Fix the dips in roads if we want good food, shopping, cultural expenses, etc we
have the island it's unfortunate. It's also too bad the only decent course shop is a starbucks that's always
so loud and crowded it's unpleasant to stay there for any period and live in a peaceful beautiful
neighborhood is what keeps us here not the downtown area.
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